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Abstract 

Condition assessment of concrete structures requires proper crack classification. Displacement control testing of 
several cylindrical cement concrete specimens was performed and acoustic emission (AE) data were recorded. 
Variation in the value of two AE parameters, namely, RA-value and average frequency (AF) with a change in 
applied stress was studied.  Probabilistic approach based Gaussian mixture modeling of AE data was performed to 
form shear and tensile clusters. Further, a supervised clustering algorithm, support vector machine (SVM) was 
implemented. SVM was used to define separating hyperplane, a discriminating classifier, between the tensile and the 
shear cluster. The Bayesian classification was performed which is another method for data separation. Aggregate 
size influence and curing period effect were investigated. Detailed study of cracking phenomenon of concrete under 
uniaxial compression has been carried out. Cumulative energy graphs were also plotted to associate cracking 
phenomenon with the crack occurrence.  

Keywords: Cementitious materials; Fracture; Gaussian Mixture Model; Acoustic Emission; Crack Classification; 
Support Vector Machine (SVM)  

1. Introduction 

 

Early damage assessment of the concrete structures is important to understand the failure 

pattern according to which rehabilitation of structure can be done efficiently and 

economically. Characteristics of cracks like mode of failure, pattern, width, orientation etc. 

play a vital role in damage assessment of structure. Crack classification into Tensile or Shear 

help significantly in such type of assessment. With the advent of nondestructive testing 

methods like acoustic emission testing, crack classification in concrete structures can be 

studied efficiently [3, 5, 12].  

Properties of AE waves, generated during the application of stresses, highly depend on the 

failure mode and material of the test specimen. Thus, cracking occur in concrete due to shear 

failure and tensile failure poses different signal properties. It has been observed in many 

researches that tensile crack have higher frequency count and shorter duration. The reason 

behind this pattern is the crack tip motions [9]. In tensile crack, due to opposing nature of the 

tip, volumetric change occurs in materials which release energy in the form of longitudinal 

waves whereas, in shear cracking, change of shape occurs due to crack displacement in same 

failure plane. 

The behavior of concrete under uniaxial compression was studied by Neville [2] and Van 

Mier [1]. It has been confirmed that in concrete under uniaxial compression both tensile and 

shear cracks occur. According to JCMS [6], failure mode in concrete can be classified into 

shear and tensile mode on the basis of AE parameters namely Rise Angle (RA) and Average 
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Frequency (AF) but a defined criterion on the proportion of these parameters has not been 

proposed [7]. AE hit data recorded during the testing is unsupervised nonlinear separable 

data; therefore, there is a need of classification algorithm that is capable of considering the 

distribution characteristics of data. Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) provides a better 

distribution of unsupervised data into shear and tensile clusters accordingly.  

��嫌結 �券�健結 = ��嫌結 ��兼結�欠捲. �兼喧健�建憲穴結       �懸結堅欠�結 繋堅結圏憲結券潔検 = �継 ��券� 穴剣拳券 潔剣憲券建経憲堅欠建�剣券  

 
AE testing has been successfully attempted by many researchers in the field of fracture 
mechanics of concrete [4, 17]. Fracture characteristics have been studied by many researchers 
using AE testing. Successful attempts have been made to relate AE features with crack 
classification. Farhidzadeh et al. [8, 9] studied crack mode classification using the 
Probabilistic approach of Gaussian Mixture modeling (GMM) [11] and used it to create 
clusters of shear crack and tensile crack.              

2. Methodology  

2.1 Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM) 
GMM is a probabilistic unsupervised learning approach which is used to divide data into 
different clusters using a weighted factor of each component. It assumes that data point to be 
generating from some finite Gaussian distributions [13]. It simply represents many normally 
distributed datasets within a much complex dataset. 
The GMM uses the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [11] in the process of fitting 
different Gaussian models. With the help of GMM confidence ellipsoids can be drawn for 
multivariate models and thus the number of clusters can be determined. The clusters thus 
obtained can be trained to accommodate similar future data points. It is composed of two 
important factors, first is the component weight factor 岫��岻 and second is component 
parameters, mean (µ�) and covariance matrix (∑�) [11]. All these parameter can be expressed 

in the form of a single parameter: 膏 = {��, 航�⃗⃗  ⃗, ∑�}� = な,… , �                                                         (1) 
 
The GMM is constrained to follow 
 

 ∑ ���=怠 i = 1                                                            (2) [10] 
 

Model mixture density for D variate feature vector 捲 � is given as: 
 

                  p(捲 |膏岻 = ∑ ����岫捲 |航 � ,��=怠 ∑�岻   � = な,… , �                                            (3) 
 

        ��岫捲 |航 � , ∑�岻 = 
怠岫態�岻�/鉄|∑�|迭/鉄 exp {−怠  態 岫捲 − 航 �岻�岫∑�−怠岻岫捲 − 航 �岻}                        (4) 

 
Where, 航 � is K*1 mean vector and ∑� is K*K covariance matrix. 
The goal of the model is to find the values of the parameter 膏 which can best represent the 
distribution of the feature vector 捲⃗⃗ .  

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/mixture.html#expectation-maximization
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2.2 Support Vector Machine  
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning model which is used to classify data 
through its learning algorithm. After sufficient training, SVM algorithm builds a model which 
can assign new example point to one of the two marked categories, making it a linear 
classifier.  
SVM algorithm thus designs a model for future classification of data, by predicting in which 
cluster it should belong, on basis of the training set that it uses in learning [14, 15, 16]. 
Suppose that we have given training points: 
 岫捲怠, 検怠岻, ……… , 岫捲�, 検�岻 

 
Where, yi can have value 1 or -1, each indicating a point vector 捲�⃗⃗  ⃗. Our aim to define a 
separating hyperplane, with maximum value of margin, which divides the dataset into two 
parts with yi values as 1 and -1.  
General equation of a hyperplane satisfying 捲�⃗⃗  ⃗ is given as: 
 
                                                                   拳⃗⃗ . 捲 − 決 = ど                                                          (5) 
 

Where, 拳⃗⃗  is vector normal to hyperplane, and 
�‖�⃗⃗ ‖ is offset of hyperplane from origin. 

In order to get optimal hyperplane, we need to maximize the margin that is the distance 
between two hyperplanes separating classes.  
 
Those two hyperplanes can be written as,   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  拳⃗⃗ . 捲 − 決 = な ,  
And, 
                                                                拳⃗⃗ . 捲 − 決 = −な                                                         (6) 

The value of margin comes out as 態‖�⃗⃗ ‖, so we need to minimize ||w|| in order to maximize 

margin. 
The equation of two hyperplanes can be rewritten as, 
 
                                             検�岫拳⃗⃗ . 捲�⃗⃗  ⃗ − 決岻 半 な ,        (∀, 1判 i判 n)                                       (7) 
 

So we need to minimize ‖拳⃗⃗ ‖ subject to above equation. 

 
3. Experiment Setup 

In this research study, total 33 cylindrical specimens of height 300 mm and diameter 150 mm 
were cast. Out of 33, 22 cylinders were cast using coarse aggregate size 20 mm and 12.5 mm 
(11 cylinders each). 11 cylinders of cement mortar were also cast to study the effect of the 
presence of aggregate and how it differs with the properties of cement mortar. While 
preparing the mixtures, the water-cement ratio was being kept as 0.45 while the fine aggregate 
to cement ratio used was being kept as 2.0. Specimens were tested under uniaxial 
compression at varying curing period of the 7th day, 15th day and 28th day at a constant 
displacement rate of 0.005 mm/sec. Mix details are provided in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Mix Details 

Specimen Coarse aggregate (kg) Fine aggregate (kg) Cement (kg) Water (liters) 

Cement Mortar Nil 88 44 20 

CA= 20 mm 80 51 28.5 13 

CA= 12.5 mm 77 50 31.5 14.2 

 

In these experiments, 8 channel AE data acquisition system (Physical Acoustic Corporation) 
was used. Two sensors were placed at two diametrically opposite site at the same height of 
150 mm from the bottom of the specimen. Couplant (silicon grease) was used to place the 
sensor at this place smoothly and tied firmly using plastic tapes. The sensor used for acoustic 
emission acquisition is R6D Sensor (57 kHz) with a preamplifier gain of 40 dB. The AE 
sensor has a sensitivity and frequency response over the range of 35 kHz - 100 kHz. The 
sensor surface was 17.5 mm in diameter and 16.25 mm in height. (Figure 1 for experimental 
setup) 

 

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Aggregate Influence 

The inclusion of aggregate provides extra strength and load resisting characteristic to the 
specimen. This increase in strength occurs due to better load transfer within specimen in 
presence of aggregate.  Fig. 2 gives an idea about how the inclusion of aggregate affects the 
strength of specimen. On changing from mortar to concrete 12.5mm strength becomes 1.15 
times the strength of mortar. When concrete with 20mm aggregate was taken, the strength 

                                                  Figure 1: Experimental Setup 
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was 1.5 times the strength of mortar. Presence of aggregate in a specimen hinders the growth 
of cracks by obstructing its path. It thereby obstructs the formation of large cracks in the 
specimen. On visually examining the failed specimen, aggregates were found to be cracked 
which indicates that the aggregates were soft. In case of softer aggregates, it gets easier for 
tensile cracks to propagate [1]. Data shows the difference in the contribution of tensile AE 
energy and shear AE energy for varying aggregate sizes. Because of the presence of low 
strength aggregate in the cement matrix, the tensile energy was always dominating except the 
case of Mortar because of the absence of aggregates and which proves the statement above.  

 
4.2 Curing Period Effect 

With the increase in curing period the strength of the specimen is expected to increase, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The Cumulative Energy v/s time plot, Fig. 3 (a), also compares the energy 
released with time for specimens with different curing periods. Fig. 3 (a) also tells about the 
increase in brittleness property of specimen with curing period. The value of cumulative 
energy increases suddenly at the failure when specimen cured for 28 days was tested. For 
lower curing period, the increase in the value of cumulative energy was in a stepped manner.  

 

  

Figure 2: Load v/s Time plot for different curing Periods 

4.3 GMM Clustering 

Gaussian Mixture Modeling of the released AE data was performed, with two parameters, 
namely, RA value and AF. A probability-based plot showing the distribution of shear and 
tensile clusters interval wise is shown in Fig. 4. Proper ellipsoids can be made showing both 
shear and tensile clusters as per JCMS recommendation. In the fourth interval (the one from 
70 percent of stress to 90 percent of stress after peak stress) shear ellipse can be seen 
occurring. This shows the occurrence of shear cracks at failure. Fig. 3 (b) shows a plot of RA-
value v/s AF with shear and tensile data points obtained after GMM implementation. A 

sudden decrease in the RA value with a corresponding increase in AF value shows the advent 
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of tensile crack (splitting crack). While the reverse, sudden increase in RA value and a 

corresponding decrease in the AF value show the possibility of shear crack (may be due to 

cement matrix failure). The extent of the difference between these two values (y coordinate) 

can be roughly taken as the severity of crack or the energy released for that crack. The 

occurrence of shear cracks in the first zone (0-25%) is probably due to detachment of corner 

flakes. 

 

 

Figure 3: (a) Cumulative Energy (aJ) v/s Time (sec) plot for different curing periods. (b) RA and AF v/s time (sec) 
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4.4 Crack occurrence in relation to AE Energy Released               

The released AE energy can be directly related to the occurrence of a crack in the specimen. 
Whenever a crack occurs in a specimen, a certain amount of energy is released along with it. 
This released energy can be used to predict the response of the specimen to loading at that 
moment. Fig. 3 (a) shows the released AE energy plotted versus time. Steep slope at any point 
in the graph signifies the occurrence of a large crack in the specimen. In all the specimens the 
increase in released AE energy is most at the end of the experiment (the failure zone), as 
major cracks occur during that time. 
 

4.5 SVM Classification 

Figure 4 shows the SVM classification of the AE experiment data. The result obtained from 
SVM algorithm show resemblance with the GMM results. In the fifth interval of the 
experiment, the specimen is already failed. Therefore very few points are present in this 
interval. Now as we look at the first, second and third interval the slope is high. This is the 
interval when tensile cracks are dominant and very few shear occurrences are there. In the 
fourth interval, the slope is least among 5 intervals. This is the interval in which most shear 
cracks occur. The same result was obtained by GMM analysis (fig 5, Column 1).  
 

  

 
 

2. 

1. 1. 

2. 
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Figure 4: GMM (Column 1) and SVM (Column 2) Plots- AF (kHz) v/s RA (m-sec/dB) for varying load zones (i). 0-25%, (ii). 25-

50%, (iii). 50-70%, (iv). 70-90% and (v). 90%-end (row wise) 

 

 

 

5. 

3. 

4. 

3. 

5. 

4. 
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4.6 Bayesian Classification 

  
Bayesian Decision boundary was plotted (Figure 5) for the given set of data with the help of 
GMM classification results. The plot shows the shear, tensile and the mixed data points in 
different colors. The points on one side of the decision boundary show shear crack and on one 
side tension cracks. The results obtained from Bayesian plot show that before the fourth 
interval the numbers of tensile cracks are in dominance and high density (Dark yellow) zone 
have higher AF and lower RA value but at the fourth interval shear cracks occur almost in 
equal numbers as tension cracks and similarly the movement of dark yellow zone from tensile 
to shear crack. This shows the occurrence of a shear crack at failure.  
 
 

  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Bayesian Classification for various load zones (i). 0-25%, (ii). 25-50%, (iii). 50-70%, (iv). 70-90% and (v). 90%-end  

 

 

1. 2. 

4. 

5. 

3. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

In this article, the behavior of concrete under uniaxial compression is discussed. Acoustic 
Emission testing was performed and some observations are made based on the general trend. 
Effect of curing period and aggregate inclusion on the load capacity of the specimen was 
observed and found to be matching with the general trend. The results obtained from GMM, 
SVM and Bayesian decision boundary were matching the trend obtained from energy and 
load time observations. This shows that the probabilistic approach provides a very clear idea 
about how a crack propagates in the specimen. This classification can thus prove to be very 
helpful in predicting the behavior of specimen in future under loads of similar types. 
Cumulative Energy v/s time plot was given to relate the failure of specimen in terms of 
energy released. The energy data in this study has been used to justify the brittleness of the 
specimen and occurrence of cracks in the specimen, but it can be of much more use. Among 
all the parameters obtained energy data can directly be associated with the severity of the 
cracks. If studied in combination with some other AE parameter it can provide some 
promising results. In future works, little more stress can be given to the AE energy released, 
as it is the direct measure of occurrence and intensity of crack along with the effect of the size 
of the specimen on crack mode pattern. 
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